CADET COLLEGE PETARO
ENTRY TEST 2014 FOR ADMISSION TO PRE O-LEVEL

ENGLISH
Time 01 Hour

Max Marks: 100

(SECTION-I)
NOTE: ATTEMPT ALL THE QUESTIONS
Q.1

[MARKS: 75]

USE THE CORRECT FORM OF VERB TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
EACH CARRIES [02] MARKS EXCEPT FROM 36-40 WHICH ARE OF [01] MARK EACH:

1) Each of the students _____________ responsible for doing his or her work in the
library. (to be)
2) The news from the front ______________ bad. (to be)
3) Measles ______________ a contagious childhood disease. (to be)
4) Six gallons of milk _____________ still in the refrigerator. (to be)
5) The cat or dog ______________ in the yard. (to be)
6) This machinery needs to be _____________ immediately. (repair)
7) He is afraid of ____________ his position. (lose)
8) He's lost his book again. I don't know where he has _______________ it this time. (place)

9) Most of the shanty towns are very__________________. (crowd)
10) Billy_______________ in the cold water often. (swim).
ADD SUFFIXES OR PREFIXES TO USE THE WORD IN CORRECT FORM:
11) The team that he supported was able to win the________________.(champion)
12) I couldn't find any __________________ in his theory. (weak)
13) He wants to be a _________________ when he grows up. (mathematics)
14) Some of the paintings in the art room are really _______________.(wonder)
15) They had to make the lion ________________before they could catch it. (conscious)
MARK/CIRCLE THE CORRECT RESPONSE:
16) Amanda didn't want to wait for dinner because she was starving. The underlined word means:

a) full

b)busy

c)hungry

d) angry

17) Terrie could not recall what happened that day. In other word he could not:
a) forget

b) discuss

c) remember
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d) explain

18) One way to stay skinny is to get lots of exercise. The word skinny means:
a) thin

b) fat

c) strong

d) thick

19) Do you have to yell every time you speak? The underlined word means:
a) whisper

b) smile

c)mumble

d) shout

20) You look so gloomy today. The word gloomy means:
a) delighted

b) rested

c) unhappy

d) tired

c) strong

d) bold

21) My father is a brave man. That means he is:
a) heroic

b) timid

22) Those strawberries are really sweet. The opposite word for the underlined word is:
a) sour

b) delicious

c) red

d) tasty.

23) It‟s much better to walk on level ground. The opposite word for the underlined word is:
a) bumpy

b) flat

c) plain

d) smooth

24) His instant response surprised everyone. The opposite word for „ instant‟ is:
a) immediate

b) slow

c) direct

d) perfect

25) Matt and his friends sang loudly. The underlined word is:
a) noun

b) verb

c) adjective

d) adverb

c)There

d)Their

26) All are pronouns except:
a) you

b) him

27) Emily wrote a brief report of his visit. The underlined word is:
a) noun

b) verb

c) adjective

d) adverb

28) He was not quite aware ________ the situation.
a) in

b) with

c) of

d) to

29) It‟s not good to laugh ________ other‟s weakness.
a) on

b) at

c) upon

d) with

30) He is one of the best __________ of modern era.
a) poet

b) poets

c) poetes

d) poeter

c) halvies

d) None of these

31) He tore the paper into two _____________.
a) halfs

b) halves

32) She said to me, “I can‟t help you on this matter.”
The indirect form of this sentence is:
a) She said to me that I cannot help you on this matter.
b) She told me that she could not help me on this matter.
c) She said to me that she had not helped me on this matter.
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33) “Who gave this idea?”
The passive form of this sentence is:
a) By whom was this idea given?
b) Who has been given this matter?
c) Who has given this idea?
34) When did you buy this car?
The passive form of this sentence is:
a) When was this car bought by you?
b) When this car was bought by you?
c) When has this car been bought by you?
35) Mark the sentence with no mistake:
a) If you will help me, I will be appreciate you.
b) As you so, sow shall you reap.
c) He likes playing jokes with everyone.

Fill in the blank with right option. Each carries [01] Mark:
36) ____________ not going to work this time. (Its/It‟s)
37) They should be informed about ____________ progress. (there/their)
38) His idea is much better __________ (then/than)
39) What‟s the ___________ forecast for tomorrow. (whether/weather)
40) He wrote letter to the ____________ for sick leave. (principle/principal)

(SECTION-II)
Q.2 COMPOSITION:
Write an essay of about 200 words on any ONE of the following:
1. A Picnic Party
2. Merits and Demerits of Internet
3. Write a story when you were in a great difficulty and needed someone‟s help.
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